Tim Lee 3 Releases Fourth Studio
Album, 33 1/3, on Musical Anniversary

For more information contact Tim
Lee 3 at tim@timleethree.com.

Bill Foster

In the summer of 2014, as Tim Lee 3
closed in on finishing up their fourth fulllength album, the Knoxville, Tennessee,
combo faced the tough questions
every artist faces when preparing a new
release. Chief among those concerns
were the obvious: what do you call it and
when do you release it?
In the case of the upcoming TL3
record, those two queries were handled
with a single answer: 33.1/3.
After doing a little math (very little
math), they figured out that bassist/
singer/songwriter Susan Bauer Lee
and guitarist/singer/songwriter Tim
Lee will celebrate their 33-1/3 wedding
anniversary on March 6, 2015 (drummer
Chris Bratta’s relationship status was left
out so as to not confuse the issue for the
mathematically-challenged group). Vinyl
albums also play at 33-1/3 RPM, which
tied those two elements up into one nice
little bundle.
Thus, Tim Lee 3’s album, 33.1/3, is
slated for release on March 6, 2015, Tim
and Susan’s 33-1/3 anniversary.
Cool, huh?
For 33.1/3 the band again trekked
to Tucson, Arizona’s Wavelab Studios to
work with long-time collaborators Chris
Schultz and Craig Schumacher (Neko
Case, Calexico, KT Tunstall). As with its
previous releases, the TL3 continued to
expand its boundaries, production-wise,
without losing any of its trademark “three
chords and a cloud of dust” rock n’ roll
fire. The results of the sessions yielded
11 songs that cover a lot of territory,
from the hard-rocking opener, “Baby
Caught Fire,” to the ringing power pop
of “Photo Booth,” through the energetic
cowpunk of “Daddy’s Girl” (which gets
a Sir Doug-inspired Tex-Mex treatment)
and “(Let’s Do) Something Stupid,” to the
bluesy rock of “Shut Up and Kiss Me,”
and the psychedelic roadscapes explored
on songs such as “Where Things Get
Lost,” “Our Lady of the Highway,” and
“Magnolia Plates.”
Throw in a few signature TL3
rockers, and 33.1/3 adds up to a wideranging, yet cohesive, unit.
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Baby Caught Fire 4:39
Photo Booth 2:59
Our Lady of the Highway 3:27
True 5:03
Magnolia Plates 5:04
Shut Up and Kiss Me 3:31
Daddy’s Girl 3:18
Where Things Get Lost 4:58
Looking for the Door 3:59
(Let’s Do) Something Stupid
Night Takes Legs 3:39
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Tim Lee 3 was founded by former Windbreakers guitarist/singer/songwriter
Tim Lee and his wife, bassist/singer/songwriter Susan Bauer Lee. The group
also features Chris Bratta on drums. Since its inception in 2006, TL3 has
released four full-length studio albums (including the double-CD release,
Raucous Americanus), two limited-edition live recordings, and an EP of
previously unreleased and live material, in addition to various contributions
to compilation records and substantial touring.

